
Gold price - still on the rise 
 

 
 

The price of the precious metal has reached a new high of more than USD 2,251 per 
troy ounce. 
 
The gold price rally has been intact since mid-February. At its March meeting, the Fed 
left the key interest rate at 5.25% to 5.5%. According to the Fed, interest rates will be 
cut three times in 2024, even if inflation has picked up again somewhat. This will 
weaken the US dollar and provide a further boost to prices. Because when interest 
rates peak, the US dollar is also likely to have peaked. After 13 years of a bull cycle, a 
correction in the US dollar, as measured by the DXY index, could therefore come. This 
is because lower US interest rates would make the demand for US dollar products less 
attractive for investment purposes. 
 
The rise in the price of gold is primarily due to the central banks' hunger for gold and 
the increased geopolitical risks. The silver price has also benefited from a rise since 
mid-February. It is good news for gold fans that the experts are pretty much in 
agreement that the price of precious metals will rise not only in the short term, but also 
in the longer term. Real interest rates are still positive at the moment. It is therefore the 
interest rate cuts that are necessary for the real interest rate environment to become 
negative - and for the prices of precious metals to continue to rise. An inflation rate of 
2.4 percent is expected in many cases by the end of the year. 
 
This is not far off the target of two percent. Industry experts are also predicting strength 
in central bank gold purchases, for example the head of central banks at the World 
Gold Council, Shaokai Fan. The largest buyer of gold among the central banks last 
year was China. Chinese citizens also play a leading role in the purchase of gold bars 
and gold jewelry. So, there should be more golden times ahead. This is particularly true 
for gold companies. The producers include Karora Resources and OceanaGold.  
 
Karora Resources - https://www.commodity-
tv.com/ondemand/companies/profil/karora-resources-inc/ - was able to produce more 
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than 160,000 ounces of gold in Western Australia last year. Between 170,000 and 
185,000 ounces are planned for this year.  
 
OceanaGold - https://www.commodity-
tv.com/ondemand/companies/profil/oceanagold-corp/ - is a medium-sized gold and 
copper producer with projects in the USA, New Zealand and the Philippines. 
 
Current company information and press releases from OceanaGold (-
https://www.resource-capital.ch/en/companies/oceanagold-corp/ -) and Karora 
Resources (- https://www.resource-capital.ch/en/companies/karora-resources-inc/ -). 
 
 
 
 
 
In accordance with §34 WpHG I would like to point out that partners, authors and 
employees may hold shares in the respective companies addressed and thus a 
possible conflict of interest exists. No guarantee for the translation into English. Only 
the German version of this news is valid. 
 
Disclaimer: The information provided does not represent any form of recommendation 
or advice. Express reference is made to the risks in securities trading. No liability can 
be accepted for any damage arising from the use of this blog. I would like to point out 
that shares and especially warrant investments are always associated with risk. The 
total loss of the invested capital cannot be excluded. All information and sources are 
carefully researched. However, no guarantee is given for the correctness of all 
contents. Despite the greatest care, I expressly reserve the right to make errors, 
especially with regard to figures and prices. The information contained herein is taken 
from sources believed to be reliable, but in no way claims to be accurate or complete. 
Due to court decisions, the contents of linked external sites are also co-responsible 
(e.g. Landgericht Hamburg, in the decision of 12.05.1998 - 312 O 85/98), as long as 
there is no explicit dissociation from them. Despite careful control of the content, I do 
not assume liability for the content of linked external pages. The respective operators 
are exclusively responsible for their content. The disclaimer of Swiss Resource Capital 
AG also applies: https://www.resource-capital.ch/en/disclaimer/ 
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